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Abstract
Despite evidence of adverse health effects resulting from exposure to manganese (Mn),
biomarkers of exposure are poorly understood. To enhance understanding, mean blood Mn (MnB)
and mean air Mn (MnA) were extracted from 63 exposure groups in 24 published papers, and the
relationship was modeled using segmented regression. On a log/log scale, a positive association
between MnA and MnB was observed among studies reporting MnA concentrations above about
10 μg/m3, although interpretation is limited by largely cross-sectional data, study design
variability, and differences in exposure monitoring methods. Based on the results of the segmented
regression, we hypothesize that below the concentration of about 10 μg/m3, Mn in the body is
dominated by dietary Mn, and additional inhaled Mn only causes negligible changes in Mn levels
unless the inhaled amount is substantial. However, stronger study designs are required to account
for temporal characteristics of the MnA to MnB relationships which reflect the underlying
physiology and toxicokinetics of Mn uptake and distribution. Thus, we present an inception cohort
study design we have conducted among apprentice welders, and the analytical strengths this study
design offers. To determine if blood could be a useful biomarker for Mn to be utilized by
industrial hygienists in general industry requires additional time-specific analyses, which our
inception cohort study design will allow.
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INTRODUCTION
Manganese (Mn) is a naturally occurring trace element essential for development and
function of the brain, and other biological systems and processes (1). Mn is common in the
human diet, from foods such as pineapple, whole grains, dark leafy greens, legumes, nuts
and seeds, and multivitamins (2). The dietary Mn intake for adults is estimated to range
between 0.9 to 10 mg/day, with the estimated safe and adequate dietary intake (ESADDI)
establied by the U.S. National Research Council being 2.3 mg/day for men, and 1.8 mg/day
for women(3). However, only 1–5% of orally ingested Mn is absorbed into the blood; a level
that is tightly regulated based on concentration of Mn in the diet, with less Mn absorbed into
the blood when more Mn has been ingested (4). Mn exposure can also occur through
inhalation of airborne Mn, although exposure via ambient air sources is estimated to be less
than 2 μg Mn/day for an average person (4).

With Mn uptake from dietary sources so tightly regulated in the body, and ambient
environmental exposures generally low, elevated exposures most often occur from
inhalation in occupational settings, including manganese ore processing (5), ferroalloy
production (6–8), and of particular interest to this study, welding (9–11). Excessive exposure
to Mn can result in adverse health effects including neurological, pulmonary, reproductive,
and developmental toxicity (12, 13). Chronic elevated exposures to Mn have been implicated
in the development of a parkinsonian syndrome called “manganism”, and even workers with
considerably lower Mn exposures than those associated with manganism have demonstrated
mild Parkinsonian signs (14–17).

In welding shops, mean personal breathing zone concentrations of Mn range from 0.04 mg/
m3 to over 2.0 mg/m3 (10, 18–24). Hobson et al. (25) have summarized the published literature
on Mn exposures among welders in multiple industries, and showed that welding type,
degree of enclosure, and use of ventilation can be used to predict exposure levels. Small
sample sizes and absence of repeated measurements in most studies prevent a thorough
analysis of exposure variability, which may be high given the dynamic nature of welding
work.

Particle size is an important determinant of metal fume deposition in the respiratory tract,
and therefore of potential health effects and absorption (9, 26). Inhaled Mn can be deposited
in the nasopharyngeal airways (and may reach the brain through direct olfactory transport),
the trachea-bronchial region (and mostly swallowed, entering the gastrointestinal tract), or
the alveolar or pulmonary region of the respiratory tract (27). For those particles deposited in
the alveolar or pulmonary region, time and method of uptake into body fluids is further
dependent on Mn oxidation state, particle solubility, and particle concentration among other
properties (27, 28).

Consequently, quantitative estimation of workers’ exposure and dose of Mn, and subsequent
evaluation of exposure-related health effects remains problematic when solely using
traditional air monitoring for exposure assessment. Biomarkers have been investigated as an
alternative way to characterise acute and cumulative Mn exposure. The purpose of this paper
is twofold: (1) To review the current body of literature with respect to blood as a biomarker
for Mn exposure, and describe in detail quantitative relationships between MnA and MnB
that have been previously reported in the literature; and (2) to describe the design of our
current inception cohort study characterizing the relationship between MnA and MnB, and
suggest analyses possible with these data.
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METHODS
A variety of tissues and fluids have been proposed as media for biomarkers to evaluate Mn
exposure, including short-term biomarkers of exposure such as serum (16, 29–31),
plasma (14, 32), urine (5, 19, 30), and saliva (24), and long-term biomarkers such as brain tissue
(evaluated via magnetic resonance imaging) (33, 34), toenails (35), and hair (7, 36). Mn in
whole blood is the most commonly used short-term biomarker, but literature presents mixed
results. Thus, its validity demands further evaluation, and is therefore the focus of this
literature-based analysis.

A literature search was conducted in PubMed (NCBI) using the search string manganese
AND exposure AND blood AND air. Results were restricted to human studies published in
English, with no restrictions made on year of publication. Because the relationship between
MnA and MnB was the basis of this review, only peer-reviewed articles that presented MnA
values in addition to MnB measurements on humans were included; those studies only
including biomarkers other than whole blood were excluded. Bowler et al. (37) was the only
study presenting modeled exposure estimates based on historical air emissions data, and the
only study of environmental exposures, whereas all other studies utilised traditional
stationary or personal sampling in an occupational setting. In total, 29 studies met our
criteria, and are summarized in Table 1.

Twenty-five of the 29 studies included compared MnB between a Mn exposed group and an
unexposed control group. Most studies reported significant differences between the
unexposed and exposed groups, although Lander et al. (38) only found significant differences
between the unexposed group and two of the four workplaces considered exposed, and eight
studies found no difference between the exposed and control
groups (20, 29, 31, 32, 34, 37, 39, 40). Even in studies that did find significant differences
between exposed and reference groups, highly overlapping MnB distributions were
observed. For example, Bader et al. (36) found a significant difference in MnB levels
between three exposure groups and the controls, but concluded that MnB alone did not allow
classification into MnA groups due to the high degree of variability in MnB between groups.

Of the 29 papers included in this review, 13 (45%) did not explicitly explore the relationship
between MnA and MnB on either the group or individual level. Of the 16 (55%) studies that
did assess this relationship, eight found no relationship, and eight found some relationship,
though the strength and nature vary considerably. In the literature, association was evaluated
with a variety of techniques, but R2 is presented for consistency, whether it comes from a
correlation study or a regression analysis. Smith et al. (8) stratified data into three groups
based on MnA and found slight (but statistically significant) relationships between
individual MnB and MnA values in the low and moderate MnA exposure groups (R2 = 0.27
and 0.08, respectively), but no significant correlation in the high MnA exposure group (R2 =
0.04). However, by fitting regression models to three exposure groups of restricted ranges
instead of considering the entire range of MnA, these group relationships may just be an
artifact of how the data were reported. Both Bader et al. (36) and Meyers et al. (16) found
significant differences in MnB between groups based on group mean air exposures; no
significant correlation was present at the individual level. In separate studies carried out at
the same ferroalloy plant, Lucchini et al. (41, 42) found a significant relationship between log
MnB and a log-transformed cumulative exposure index (CEI) based on respirable Mn (R2 =
0.36 and 0.27, respectively). A third Lucchini et al. (43) study at the same ferroalloy plant did
not find a relationship between MnB and a CEI, though did report a significant relationship
on the individual level between log MnA and log MnB; however, with a reported R2 value
of 0.13, very little of the variability in MnB measured is explained by MnA. Apostoli et
al. (6) and Ellingsen et al. (19) also reported slight but significant relationships between MnA
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and MnB on the individual level, with reported R2 values of 0.11 and 0.10, respectively.
From the variety of results presented in these 29 studies, it is clear there is only weak
evidence of increasing MnB with increasing MnA, and no consensus on the validity of MnB
as a biomarker of Mn exposure emerges.

To summarize the relationships between MnA and MnB across the totality of these studies,
reported mean MnA values were plotted against reported mean MnB values for all exposure
groups (including control populations) for 26 of the 29 studies summarized in Table 1
(Figure 1A). Studies reporting only respirable MnA data (32, 35, 39) were not included in the
analysis, but those reporting inhalable MnA data were included, as inhalable Mn
approximates Mn found in total dust. When arithmetic mean values were not presented in
the text, and conversion from geometric means or medians to arithmetic means was not
possible (e.g. no geometric standard deviation was presented with the geometric mean),
either the median or geometric mean (whichever was presented in the text) was plotted as a
comparable measure of central tendency. For studies with multiple exposure groups (e.g.
high, medium, low), all groups are presented separately on the figure. Generally, MnA
values were not given for unexposed groups included as a control in a study, and thus were
assigned zero exposure.

A total of 68 exposure groups from these 26 studies were plotted, with studies of welders
denoted with an open circle (Figure 1A). Preliminary mean MnB and MnA values from our
welder study described in the discussion section of this paper were also plotted, for a total of
69 exposure groups. To provide better resolution of the relationship at the low end of air
exposure, we excluded apparent MnB outliers, log transformed both the air and blood Mn
levels, and replotted the results as a log-log plot. Air levels assumed to be 0 were assigned
the value of 0.01 μg/m3 so log transformation would be possible. Four outliers with reported
MnB levels above 40 μg/L from two studies (34, 44) were removed, along with their control
groups. These removed values were more than three standard deviations higher than the
mean MnB value in this analysis, and noticeably higher than the range of MnB values for
both exposed and unexposed populations presented in the literature, leading us to believe
these data may have been compromised by laboratory error or sources of external
contamination

To quantify the resulting relationship between MnA and MnB, a segmented regression was
computed which fit two lines with an inflection point (using Stata function NL for nonlinear
least-squares estimation). As each point in our analysis represents an average value
computed from a varying number of points, we weighted the points using analytic weights
based on the number of blood samples represented by the mean values. The estimated lines
are plotted on Figure 1B for the whole group (n=64 exposure groups) and for non-welder
studies (n=50 exposure groups) separately. Diameters of the circles are scaled to be
proportional to the number of samples included in the estimate. The point representing
preliminary data from our welder study described in the discussion section of the paper is
the largest open circle, positioned at the base of the dashed regression line for welders,
representing a mean MnA of 46.1 μg/m3, and mean MnB of 8.5 μg/L from 534 air samples
and 998 blood samples, taken April 2011 – December 2012.

RESULTS
Results from the segmented regression analysis are presented in Table 2. When considering
all studies, the inflection point fit between the two lines was 2.48 (95% CI: −1.22, 6.19)
ln(μg/m3), and 4.36 (95% CI: 2.05, 6.68) ln(μg/m3) when considering only non-welder
studies. When considering both all studies and only non-welder studies, the 1st segment was
found to be consistent with a zero slope (p=0.92 and 0.57, respectively). However, above the
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inflection point, both sets of data had slopes significantly different from zero, as is shown in
Table 2. As no welder studies included in this analysis have air exposure values below the
inflection point calculated for all studies, exposed groups from welder studies (n=8 groups)
were fit with a simple linear regression and the result is plotted separately on Figure 1B. The
weighted mean MnB for unexposed groups in welder studies was 2.36 (n=6 group). The
point where the fit regression line for the welders would intersect with this background level
is at a value of 1.69 ln(μg/m3) (95% CI: 1.22, 2.15). The slope for the exposed groups in
welders-only studies was 0.291 ln(μg/L)/ln(μg/m3) (95% CI: 0.85, 0.498) which is higher
than, though not statistically significantly different from, the 2nd segment slope for non-
welders, which was 0.142 ln(μg/L)/ln(μg/m3) (95% CI: 0.042, 0.239). The R2 value for the
segmented regression is 0.34 considering all points, whereas a simple weighed linear
regression model yields a lower R2 of 0.25, indicating a better fit to the data when
segmented regression was used.

DISCUSSION
The literature-based analysis allowed us to explore the linear and non-linear relationship
between MnB and MnA over a variety of exposure levels from different environments.
While in our preliminary analysis we did not find a correlation between reported mean MnA
and MnB values, after log transforming both variables for greater resolution over all scales,
removing clear outliers, using analytical weights by sample size (for MnB), and fitting a
segmented regression, we showed that a positive association exists between air exposure
levels and MnB for MnA concentrations of approximately 10 μg/m3 and above. This
analysis suggests there may be a degree of exposure above which Mn levels in the blood
begin to act as an exposure biomarker for inhaled Mn.

From our literature-based analysis, we found the inflection point for Mn exposure to be
around 10 μg/m3. To assess the potential contribution to MnB from this level of exposure,
we made a simple calculation as follows. Assuming a worker doing moderate intensity work
breathes 13 m3 of air contaminated with 10 μg Mn/m3 over an 8 hour work day (45), the
corresponding work day potential dose, assuming a 100% uptake from the lung into the
blood, would be 130 μg, or 0.026 μg/mL (26 μg/L) (assuming 5 L of blood in the average
adult) (46). If even only 5% of inhaled Mn passes into the blood, it would produce a 1.3 μg/L
concentration increase, which when compared to the weighted mean MnB in unexposed
groups (8.16 μg/L) would be a noticeable and detectable increase. Thus, we speculate that
airborne exposures above 10 μg/m3 are in the range in which they could begin making a
substantial contribution to blood concentration and body burden.

Our literature-based analysis represents the first time a non-linear relationship between MnB
and MnA has been quantified to suggest a threshold below which one would not expect to
see inhaled exposure reflected in MnB. Our findings are consistent with what Pesch et
al. (47) found in their welder data, as they commented that there seemed to be no obvious
correlation between MnB and respirable MnA below approximately 50–100 μg/m3, but
above this a positive relationship was observed, although the specific inflection point or
slope was not provided. One study which did not meet our inclusion criteria for the literature
analysis is from Cowan et al. (7), who evaluated the relationship between MnA and Mn in
erythrocytes, reporting a significant correlation (R2=0.47), though whole blood Mn was not
evaluated in this cross-sectional study.

Consistent with the majority of studies presented, this analysis was cross-sectional and did
not address the temporal relationships between air exposures and blood biomonitoring or the
duration of exposure prior to monitoring. As no study reported baseline (pre-exposure) MnB
levels, it is impossible to know how much of the MnB value is related to concurrent or
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recent exposure, and how much may be related to previous exposures or individual
physiological factors.

Limitations of Available Literature
The overwhelming majority of studies included in this analysis are of cross-sectional design,
and the three longitudinal studies were conducted over short time periods, with
Laohaudomchok et al. (35) and Roels et al. (5) taking blood samples pre- and post-shift on the
same day, and Lander et al. (38) taking a single follow-up blood measurement one month
post-exposure. No studies account for inter-individual variability in exposure by making
repeat measurements over time, and similarly no studies have baseline measures of workers
prior to exposure. Six studies (21%) use strictly stationary measures of environmental
exposure which do not account for the dynamic nature of manufacturing processes that vary
at an individual level, and a stationary sample was often administered for less than a full
shift (36, 38). Similarly, many studies that used personal air monitoring did not monitor all (or
any) of the exposed workers who gave blood samples, making individual comparisons
between the two measures less meaningful (14, 30).

Many studies did not specify when the blood sample was taken in relation to the air
sampling, but those that did, were over a variety of time scales. The time course for uptake
of inhaled Mn from the lung into the blood is dependent on many factors, including the Mn
oxidation state, particle size distribution, and particle concentration, all of which vary
between occupational and environmental settings. By not considering the temporal
relationship between air exposure and expression in blood, correlations (either positive or
negative) between MnB and MnA are less meaningful and applicable.

These limitations are common to many of the reported studies, and a stronger study design
that addresses these limitations would improve the understanding of a relationship between
MnA and MnB. An ideal and novel study design would: (1) be a longitudinal cohort study
with repeat measurements over a more substantial period of time; (2) include baseline
measurements before workers become exposed; (3) ensure air and blood samples are taken
at appropriately aligned time periods on the same worker for accurate individual-level
comparisons; (4) administer personal full-shift sampling repeatedly, as opposed to stationary
sampling, to reflect the dynamic nature of manufacturing work and inter-individual
variability in exposure; and (5) be able to explore the time course from very short to long-
term accumulation to determine what previous time period the measured MnB values
represent. Our current study incorporates the elements listed above to address the limitations
inherent in previous studies, and is described below.

Current Study Design
We are conducting an inception cohort study among welder trainees at a technical college in
Washinton State. Students typically enter the traineeship with no prior welding experience.
The welding traineeship consists of five academic quarters, where students progress through
a schedule of different welding processes, generally in the order of: oxyacetylene, SMAW
(shielded metal arc welding), FCAW (flux core arc welding, encompassing both dual shield
and inner shield), GMAW (gas metal arc welding), and GTAW (gas tungsten arc welding).
After 21 months of data collection (April 2011—December 2012), 53 subjects had been
enrolled in the study (43 in their first quarter of study, 10 in a later quarter of study). Figure
2 shows preliminary MnA levels by welding type for these subjects over the 21 month
period. Data collection has continued through June 2013, although no additional subjects
were recruited.
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Subjects are asked to provide blood and urine samples eight times over four days during
each academic quarter, and are fitted with a personal air pump on these days. Upon entry
into the study, and at the end of each quarter, subjects complete two neurological function
tests and give a hair sample (Figure 3). Students complete a daily questionnaire at the end of
each sampling day to assess their workplace characteristics and confounding exposures. All
study protocols were reviewed and approved by the University of Washington Institutional
Review Board and subjects provided written informed consent.

The longitudinal study design with apprentice welders which we describe here is the first to
examine blood as a biomarker of Mn with an inception cohort study design, incorporating a
pre-exposure baseline measurement. Our longitudinal study design allows us to investigate
the time between exposure and blood uptake of Mn by using exposure time windowing. In
forthcoming analyses we plan to use all blood values for an individual to determine which
preceding time period of exposure best predicts MnB. Moreover, because we have baseline
blood measurements, we can accurately track individual changes in MnB over time, and
assess how those changes relate to estimated cumulative exposures, in order to assess the
role of inter-individual variability in Mn pharmacokinetics.

Another strength of our study design is that it greatly reduces the possible healthy worker
survivor bias (HWSE). Applebaum et al.(48) found that HWSE could be reduced by
including more incident hires than prevalent hires in workplace-based studies. With our
inception cohort consisting of incident hires, HWSE is greatly reduced in our study, while
this bias is likely present to a greater degree in the other studies considered in our literature-
based analysis relying largely on prevalent hires.

CONCLUSIONS
Environmental exposures to Mn are typically well below the threshold we calculated in our
literature-based analysis, above which we found MnB is associated with MnA. The primary
effect we observed was present at higher levels of exposure, such as those seen among
ferroalloy and Mn smelting operations, and production of Mn-containing minerals. Welders
typically have intermediate levels of Mn exposures—in the range of 10 – 200 μg/m3,
depending on the type of welding and degree to which they work in enclosed or confined
spaces. The majority of the MnA exposures we observed in our study of welders in training
are on the lower end of this range of concentrations, though still well above typical
environmental concentrations, making the time-specificity of our models crucial for
identifying a relationship. However, chronic Mn exposure, even at these low levels, has been
linked to adverse neurological outcomes (14–16), making accurate assessment of Mn
exposure a relevant public health issue. It is critical to better elucidate the pharmacokinetics
of Mn in humans, so biomarkers of exposure can be meaningfully interpreted in
environmental and occupational settings.

Our literature-based analysis suggests there is a point above which Mn levels in the blood
begin to act as an exposure biomarker for inhaled Mn. We hypothesize that below this
concentration Mn in the body is dominated by dietary Mn, and additional inhaled Mn only
causes negligible changes in MnB levels. At higher exposure levels, there is enough inhaled
Mn to noticeably increase MnB levels, though the limitations of these data require additional
and more detailed studies before we can develop definitive physiological explanations.
Therefore, we describe a longitudinal study with apprentice welders that is the first to
examine blood as a biomarker of Mn with an inception cohort study design, incorporating a
pre-exposure baseline measurement. This unique study design will allow us to better explore
the pharmacokinetics of inhaled Mn, and how MnB relates to MnA while accounting for
inter-individual variability and timing between exposure and biomarker sampling.
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The pharmacokinetics of inhaled Mn will need to be better understood for blood to serve as
a meaningful biomarker of inhaled Mn. Mn solubility is dependent on the oxidation state
and chemical form of Mn, the concentration of Mn, and the particle size, amongst other
factors. Because the oxidation state and particle size distribution of Mn varies between
different environmental and occupational exposures, the dissolution time and bioavailability
of Mn will likewise vary. Only when the time course between exposure to Mn and blood
uptake is resolved can the exposure-biomarker data be meaningfully interpreted, and our
inception cohort study design will allow us to be able to explore this time course more
thoroughly than previous publications.
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FIGURE 1.
Group-based relationships between mean MnA and mean MnB from the literature on (A)
native scale; and (B) log transformed with outliers removed
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FIGURE 2.
Measured MnA concentration by weld type in inception cohort study of apprentice welders
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FIGURE 3.
Inception cohort study design of apprentice welders
Trainees progress through the welding program in the order indicated: Oxyacetylene,
SMAW (shielded metal arc welding, or stick), FCAW (flux core arc welding, encompassing
inner and dual shield), GMAW (gas metal arc welding, or MIG), and GTAW (gas tungsten
arc welding, or TIG). The baseline measurement occurs the morning of trainees first day in
the program. With the exception of the follow-up week at the end of quarter 5, each week
blood and urine sampling occurs both Monday and Friday, in both the morning and
afternoon, for a total of 4 samples a week, and 8 samples a quarter.
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TABLE I

Summary of studies comparing MnA and MnB from the literature

Reference Setting Exposure Groups Significant MnB
difference by group

Significant MnB and MnA
correlation

Lauwerys et al. 1985(49) Mn salt/oxide mfg 2 Yes NA

Roels et al. 1987 (5) Mn salt/oxide mfg 12 Yes No

Jarvisalo et al. 1992 (30) Shipyard Welders 2 Yes No

Roels et al. 1992 (50) Battery mfg 2 Yes No

Chia et al. 1993 (29) Mn ore 2 No NA

Mergler et al. 1994 (51) Ferroalloy plant 2 Yes NA

Loranger & Zayed 1995 (31) Garage workers 2 No NA

Lucchini et al. 1995 (41) Ferroalloy plant 3 Yes Yes, R2 = 0.36

Lucchini et al. 1997 (42) Ferroalloy plant 2 Yes Yes, R2 = 0.27

Lucchini et al. 1999 (43) Ferroalloy plant 2 Yes Yes, R2 = 0.13

Bader et al. 1999 (36) Battery plant 4 Yes Yes *

Lander et al. 1999 (38)1 Foundries, scrap metal plant 5 Yes NA

Kim et al. 1999 (20) Mn mfg 3 No NA

Apostoli et al. 2000 (6) Ferroalloy plant 2 Yes Yes, R2 = 0.11

Myers et al. 2003a (16) Mn smelting 2 Yes Yes*

Myers et al. 2003b††(52) Mn mine 2 NA No

Ellingsen et al. 2003 (53) Ferroalloy plant 2 Yes No

Yuan et al. 2006** (44) Welders 2 Yes NA

Ellingsen et al. 2006 (19) Welders 2 Yes Yes, R2 = 0.10

Wang et al. 2006 (40) Welders 2 No NA

Bowler et al. 2007 (14) Welders 1 -- NA

Jiang et al. 2007** (34) Ferroalloy/smelter 3 No NA

Smith et al. 2007 (8) Ferroalloy plant 3 Yes*** Yes†

Chang et al. 2010 (54) Welders 2 Yes NA

Bowler et al. 2012 (37) Community 2 No NA

Pesch et al. 2012 (47) Welders 1 -- No

Excluded from analysis

Deschamps et al. 2001 (39) Enamels mfg 2 No NA

Grass et al. 2010 (32) Subway workers 3 No No

Laohaudomchok et al. 2011(35) Welders 1 -- No

NA means author did not look at this measure; -- means the measure doesn’t apply because study had only 1 exposure group

*
Only on the group, not individual, level. Other studies refer to individual level correlations.

**
Outliers; excluded from figure 1B

***
Significant difference between high and both low and moderate group, no difference between low and moderate
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†
R2=0.27 in low exposure group, R2=0.08 in medium exposure group, no significant correlation in high group

††
Personal communication with author for information on exposed and unexposed groups, presented as one group in publication
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